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ABSTRACT: Ab initio MP2/aug’-cc-pVTZ calculations have been
performed on the binary complexes XY:PH3 for XY = ClCl, FCl, and
FBr; and PH3:N-base for N-base = NCH, NH3, NCF, NCCN, and N2;
and the corresponding ternary complexes XY:PH3:N-base, to investigate
P···N pnicogen bond formation through the lone-pair hole at P in the
binary complexes and P···N pnicogen-bond formation assisted by P···Y
halogen bond formation through the σ-hole at Y. Although the binary
complexes PH3:N-base that form through the lone-pair hole have very
small binding energies, they are not equilibrium structures on their
potential surfaces. The presence of the P···Y halogen bond makes PH3 a
better electron-pair acceptor through its lone-pair hole, leading to stable
ternary complexes XY:PH3:N-base. The halogen bonds in ClCl:PH3 and
ClCl:PH3:NCCN are traditional halogen bonds, but in the remaining
binary and ternary complexes, they are chlorine- or bromine-shared halogen bonds. For a given nitrogen base, the P···N pnicogen
bond in the ternary complex FCl:PH3:N-base appears to be stronger than that bond in FBr:PH3:N-base, which is stronger than
the P···N bond in the corresponding ClCl:PH3:N-base complex. EOM-CCSD spin−spin coupling constants for the binary and
ternary complexes with ClCl and FCl are also consistent with the changing nature of the halogen bonds in these complexes. At
long P−Cl distances, the coupling constant 1xJ(P−Cl) increases with decreasing distance but then decreases as the P−Cl distance
continues to decrease, and the halogen bonds become chlorine-shared bonds. At the shorter distances, 1xJ(P−Cl) approaches the
value of 1J(P−Cl) for the cation +(Cl−PH3). The coupling constants

1pJ(P−N) are small and, with one exception, are greater in
ClCl:PH3:N-base complexes compared to that in FCl:PH3:N-base, despite the shorter P−N distances in the latter.

■ INTRODUCTION

The concept of the σ-hole proposed by Politzer and co-workers
has provided insight into the formation of halogen bonds, in
which a halogen atom acts as a Lewis acid as it accepts a pair of
electrons from a Lewis base.1−3 This σ-hole concept has been
extended to complexes formed with atoms across the Periodic
Table4,5 in which the atom acts as a Lewis acid. Chalcogen
bonds are those involving Group 16 atoms,6−9 pnicogen bonds
form with Group 15 atoms,10−12 and tetrel bonds involve atoms
from Group 14.13−15 The σ-hole of an atom corresponds to a
positive region of the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP),
which is found on the opposite side of a covalent bond formed
by that atom. π-Holes16,17 may also exist, which correspond to
positive regions of the MEP above and below the σ plane of a
molecule. π-Holes have been found in molecules such as
NO2R,

18−24 PO2R,
25 and CO2.

26

In 2011, while investigating complexes of NF3 with a variety
of electron donors, we found a local minimum in the MEP at N
directly opposite the lone pair and called this a lone-pair hole.27

Lone-pair holes were also found for PX3 molecules with X = F,
Cl, and Br, and these were used to form pnicogen bonds in
complexes PX3:NCH and PX3:NH3.

28 Frontera and co-workers

have recently investigated lone-pair holes in complexes with
ZF3, for Z = N, P, As, and Sb.29 All of the lone-pair holes
identified thus far have been found in trihalogenated pnicogen
derivatives.
In a previous 2014 paper, we explored the formation of

traditional and chlorine-shared halogen bonds in complexes
H2XP:ClCl and H2XP:ClF, for X = F, Cl, OH, NC, CN, CCH,
CH3, and H.30 This study led us to ask whether or not the
presence of a halogen bond would favor the formation of a
pnicogen bond through the lone-pair hole on P in complexes
involving PH3. To answer this question, we have investigated
the binary complexes XY:PH3 for XY = ClCl, FCl, and FBr; and
PH3:N-base for N-base = NCH, NH3, NCF, NCCN, and N2;
and the corresponding ternary complexes XY:PH3:N-base,
which are depicted in Scheme 1. In the present paper, we report
and discuss the structures, binding energies, nonadditivities of
binding energies, electron density properties, and Wiberg bond
indexes of these binary and ternary complexes, as well as the
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EOM-CCSD spin−spin coupling constants 1xJ(P−Cl) and
1pJ(P−N) across halogen and pnicogen bonds, respectively, in
binary and ternary complexes with ClCl and FCl.

■ METHODS
The structures of the isolated monomers PH3; XY, for XY =
ClCl, FCl, and FBr; and the nitrogen bases NCH, NH3, NCF,
NCCN, and N2; the binary complexes XY:PH3 and PH3:N-
base; and the ternary complexes XY:PH3:N-base were
optimized at second-order Møller−Plesset perturbation theory
(MP2)31−34 with the aug’-cc-pVTZ basis set.35 This basis set
was derived from the Dunning aug-cc-pVTZ basis set36,37 by
removing diffuse functions from H atoms. Frequencies were
computed to confirm that these optimized structures
correspond to equilibrium structures on their potential surfaces.
Optimization and frequency calculations were performed using
the Gaussian 09 program.38 Binding energies of binary and
ternary complexes were defined as −ΔE for the reaction that
forms a complex from the corresponding isolated monomers.
Nonadditivities of binding energies (δΔE) of ternary complexes
were evaluated as the reaction energy (ΔE) for the formation of
the ternary complex from the corresponding monomers, minus
the sum of the reaction energies for the formation of the
corresponding binary complexes from the corresponding
monomers.
The electron densities of complexes have been analyzed

using the Atoms in Molecules (AIM) methodology39−42

employing the AIMAll43 program. Topological analysis of the
electron density produces a molecular graph of each complex.
This graph identifies the location of electron density features of
interest, including the electron density (ρ) maxima associated
with the various nuclei and saddle points that correspond to
bond critical points (BCPs). The zero gradient line that
connects a BCP with two nuclei is the bond path. The electron
density at an intermolecular BCP (ρBCP), the Laplacian
(∇2ρBCP) at that point, and the total energy density (HBCP)
have also been evaluated. Wiberg bond indexes44 have also
been computed for the X−Y bonds and the P···Y halogen and
P···N pnicogen intermolecular bonds in these complexes.
Coupling constants for binary ClCl:PH3 and FCl:PH3

complexes and ternary ClCl:PH3:N-base and FCl:PH3:N-base
complexes and the ion +(Cl−PH3) were evaluated using the
equation-of-motion coupled cluster singles and doubles (EOM-
CCSD) method in the CI (configuration interaction)-like
approximation,45,46 with all electrons correlated. For these
calculations, the Ahlrichs47 qzp basis set was placed on 13C,
15N, and 19F, and the qz2p basis set was placed on 31P and 35Cl.
The Dunning cc-pVDZ basis set was used for 1H atoms.

Coupling constants were obtained as the sum of the
paramagnetic spin orbit (PSO), diamagnetic spin orbit
(DSO), Fermi contact (FC), and spin dipole (SD) terms.
The EOM-CCSD calculations were performed using ACES II48

on the HPC cluster Oakley at the Ohio Supercomputer Center.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Lone-Pair Hole of PH3. The MEP on the 0.001 au electron

density isosurface of PH3 is illustrated in Figure 1. The white

dot on the surface represents a negative local minimum at the
lone-pair hole, with a value of −0.002 au. The negative value of
the MEP indicates that this region may not be suitable to act as
an electron acceptor. However, this situation could change if
the PH3 molecule were polarized.

Binary Complexes. The structures, total energies, and
molecular graphs of the binary complexes PH3:N-base, for N-
base = NCH, NH3, NCF, NCCN, and N2, are reported in
Table S1 of the Supporting Information, and their binding
energies and P−N distances are given in Table 1. Figure 2a

presents the structure of PH3:NH3, which shows that the NH3
molecule is oriented for electron donation to PH3 through its
lone-pair hole. The binding energies of these binary complexes
are very small, ranging between 1 and 3 kJ·mol−1 at P−N
distances of about 4 Å, which are long for P···N pnicogen
bonds. Although these are bound complexes, they have two
degenerate imaginary frequencies, which indicate that they are
not equilibrium structures on their potential surfaces. Following
these frequencies eventually leads to equilibrium complexes
H3P:N-base with P···N pnicogen bonds formed through the σ-
hole on P.10,49 The H3P:NH3 complex with a pnicogen bond

Scheme 1. Schematic Representation of the Ternary
Complexes XY:PH3:N-base

Figure 1.MEP on the 0.001 au electron density isosurface of PH3. The
color scheme is yellow < green < aqua < blue, with electron densities
from −0.02 to +0.02 au. The white dot represents the location of the
minimum.

Table 1. Binding Energies (−ΔE, kJ·mol−1) and P−N and
P−Y Distances (R, Å) in Binary Complexes PH3:N-base and
XY:PH3

PH3:N-base
a XY:PH3

b

N-base = −ΔE R(P−N) XY = −ΔE R(P−Y)

NCH 2.3 4.000 ClCl 14.3c 3.048
NH3 1.3 4.340 FCl 51.2c 2.182
NCF 2.5 3.970 FBr 65.0 2.391
NCCN 2.4 3.998
N2 1.6 4.109

aThese binary complexes with C3v symmetry are not equilibrium
structures on their potential surfaces because they have two imaginary
frequencies. bThese binary complexes are equilibrium structures with
C3v symmetry.

cTaken from ref 30.
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formed through the P σ-hole is illustrated in Figure 2b. It has a
binding energy of 7.8 kJ·mol−l at a P−N distance of 3.292 Å.
Topological analyses of the electron density show a unique

bond path connecting the P atom of PH3 with N of the N-base
in each complex, as can be seen in Table S1. The weak nature
of these bonds is confirmed by the small values of the electron
density at the P−N BCPs, which are 0.002 or 0.003 au. Such
values are characteristic of weak van der Waals contacts, which
ideally have a value smaller than 0.002 au.50

The structures, total energies, and molecular graphs of the
binary complexes XY:PH3, for XY = ClCl, FCl, and FBr, are
reported in Table S2. Table 1 also presents their binding
energies and P−Y distances. These complexes are stabilized by
P···Cl or P···Br halogen bonds. Their binding energies vary
from 14 to 65 kJ·mol−1 and decrease with respect to XY in the
order

> >FBr FCl ClCl

as the difference between the electronegativities of the atoms X
and Y decreases. The P−Y distances are determined by two
factors: the strengths of the halogen bonds in these complexes,
and the radii of the Cl and Br atoms. These complexes have C3v
symmetry and are equilibrium structures on their potential
surfaces with no imaginary frequencies.
The MEPs of these complexes have critical points on the

0.001 au electron density isosurfaces with electron density
values of +0.052, +0.061, and +0.008 au for FBr:PH3, FCl:PH3,
and ClCl:PH3, respectively. These points are found at maxima
on the FBr:PH3 and FCl:PH3 surfaces and at a minimum on
the ClCl:PH3 surface. The MEP of FCl:PH3 is illustrated in
Figure 3. The black dot shown on the MEP corresponds to the
lone-pair hole.
Ternary Complexes. As noted above, although the binary

complexes PH3:N-base are bound, they are not equilibrium
structures on their potential surfaces. Can these complexes be
stabilized by the presence of a P···Y halogen bond in ternary

complexes XY:PH3:N-base? If so, what are the properties of
these complexes? To answer these questions, we present and
discuss the ternary complexes ClCl:PH3:N-base, FCl:PH3:N-
base, and FBr:PH3:N-base, in that order.

ClCl:PH3:N-base Ternary Complexes. Table S3 presents the
structures, total energies, and molecular graphs of the
complexes ClCl:PH3:N-base. Table 2 reports their binding
energies, the nonadditivities of the binding energies, and P−Cl,
P−N, and Cl−Cl distances. All of the ternary complexes are
equilibrium structures on their potential surfaces. Missing from
Table 2 is the complex ClCl:PH3:N2, which has two imaginary
frequencies and therefore is not an equilibrium structure. The
ClCl:PH3 binary complex has a binding energy of 14.3 kJ·mol

−1

at a P−Cl distance of 3.048 Å. The binding energies of the
ternary complexes ClCl:PH3:N-base increase relative to the
binary, vary from 18.3 to 20.0 kJ·mol−1, and decrease with
respect to the nitrogen base in the order

> = >NCH NH NCF NCCN3

The nonadditivities of the binding energies are negative, with
values between −1.6 and −3.4 kJ·mol−1. These values indicate
that the ternary complexes are more stable than the two
corresponding isolated binary complexes. However, it should be
kept in mind that the binding energies of the nonequilibrium
binary complexes PH3:N-base of C3v symmetry have been used
to compute nonadditivities.
All of the P−Cl distances are shorter in the ternary

ClCl:PH3:N-base complexes compared to the distance in the
binary complex ClCl:PH3. The longest distance of 2.993 Å is
found in the most weakly bound complex ClCl:PH3:NCCN.
The P−Cl distances in this complex and the binary complex
ClCl:PH3 are typical of distances for traditional P···Cl halogen
bonds. However, the P−Cl distances in the three remaining
ternary complexes are much shorter, ranging from 2.276 to
2.318 Å. In addition, the Cl−Cl distances in these same three
complexes are significantly longer than the Cl−Cl distances in
the binary complex ClCl:PH3 and the ternary complex
ClCl:PH3:NCCN, as evident from Table 2. The lengthening
of the Cl−Cl bond and the shortening of the P···Cl bond in the
complexe s ClC l :PH3 :NCH, ClCl :PH3 :NH3 , and
ClCl:PH3:NCF suggest that the P···Cl bonds in these
complexes are chlorine-shared halogen bonds. The P−N
distance in ClCl:PH3:NCCN is 3.857 Å, but this distance
decreases dramatically to about 3.4 Å in the complexes with
chlorine-shared halogen bonds, suggesting that the P···N
pnicogen bond is also stronger in these three complexes.
Figure 4 illustrates the structures of the complexes
ClCl:PH3:NCH and ClCl:PH3:NCCN.
The Wiberg bond indexes that are reported in Table 2 also

differentiate between traditional and chlorine-shared halogen
bonds. The index for the P···Cl bond is less than 0.1 for the
ClCl:PH3:NCCN complex but increases to about 0.5 in the

Figure 2. Pnicogen-bonded complexes between PH3 and NH3. Structure a illustrates bond formation through the P lone-pair hole, while b illustrates
bond formation through the P σ-hole.

Figure 3.MEP on the 0.001 au electron density isosurface of FCl:PH3.
The color scheme is red < yellow < green < aqua < blue, with values
from −0.05 to +0.05 au. The location of the lone-pair hole is indicated
with a black dot and has a value of +0.061 au.
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three complexes with chlorine-shared halogen bonds. The
Wiberg bond index for the Cl−Cl bond in the
ClCl:PH3:NCCN complex is 0.9, but it decreases to about
0.5 in the three remaining ternary complexes. The Wiberg bond
indexes for the P···N pnicogen bonds vary from 0.002 to 0.006,
suggesting that these bonds are weak intermolecular bonds.
FCl:PH3:N-base Ternary Complexes. Table S4 of the

Supporting Information provides the structures, total energies,
and molecular graphs of the FCl:PH3:N-base complexes with
C3v symmetry, all of which are equilibrium structures with no
imaginary frequencies. Table 3 presents the binding energies,
P−Cl, P−N, and F−Cl distances, and nonadditivities of binding
energies for these same complexes. These complexes are

significantly more stable than the ClCl:PH3:N-base complexes,
a reflection of the relative stabilities of the binary complexes
FCl:PH3 and ClCl:PH3. The stronger of the two interactions in
the complexes FCl:PH3:N-base is undoubtedly the P···Cl
halogen bond, but that bond further stabilizes the P···N
pnicogen bond formed through the lone-pair hole on P. The
binding energies of these complexes range from 56 to 71 kJ·
mol−1, compared to a binding energy of 51 kJ·mol−1 for
FCl:PH3. In the ternary complexes, the binding energies
decrease with respect to the nitrogen base in the order

≈ > > >NCH NH NCF NCCN N3 2

Table 2. Binding Energies (−ΔE), Nonadditivities (δΔE, kJ·mol−1), P−Cl, P−N, and Cl−Cl Distances (R, Å), and Wiberg Bond
Indexes (WBI) in Ternary Complexes ClCl:PH3:N-base

N-base = −ΔE R(P−Cl)a R(P−N) R(Cl−Cl)b δΔE P···Cl WBIc P···N WBI Cl−Cl WBId

NCH 20.0 2.300 3.405 2.288 −3.4 0.528 0.006 0.453
NH3 18.7 2.276 3.439 2.279 −3.2 0.504 0.004 0.473
NCF 18.7 2.318 3.400 2.246 −1.9 0.486 0.004 0.488
NCCN 18.3 2.993 3.857 2.032 −1.6 0.085 0.002 0.859

aThe P−Cl distance for the P···Cl halogen bond in ClCl:PH3 is 3.048 Å.
bThe Cl−Cl distance in ClCl:PH3 is 2.024 Å.

cThe Wiberg bond index for
the P···Cl bond in ClCl:PH3 is 0.069.

dThe Wiberg bond index for the Cl−Cl bond in ClCl:PH3 is 0.874.

Figure 4. Complexes ClCl:PH3:NCH (left) and ClCl:PH3:NCCN (right).

Table 3. Binding Energies (−ΔE), Nonadditivities (δΔE, kJ·mol−1), P−Cl, P−N, and F−Cl Distances (R, Å), and Wiberg Bond
Indexes (WBI) for Ternary Complexes FCl:PH3:N-base

N-base = −ΔE R(P−Cl)a,b R(P−N) R(F−Cl)c δΔE P···Cl WBId P···N WBIe F−Cl WBIf

NCH 71.1 2.127 3.271 1.899 −17.6 0.780 0.006 0.333
NH3 70.6 2.117 3.304 1.907 −18.1 0.791 0.010 0.323
NCF 69.4 2.132 3.283 1.893 −16.7 0.773 0.005 0.339
NCCN 63.4 2.148 3.377 1.879 −10.4 0.752 0.004 0.357
N2 56.3 2.168 3.611 1.862 −3.5 0.724 0.002 0.378

aThe P−Cl distance in FCl:PH3 is 2.182 Å.
bThe P−Cl distance in +(Cl−PH3) is 1.955 Å

cThe F−Cl distance in FCl:PH3 is 1.851 Å.
dThe WBI for

the P···Cl bond in FCl:PH3 is 0.705. The value for the P−Cl bond in the ion +(Cl−PH3) is 1.027. eThe WBI for the P···N bonds in the
nonequilibrium complexes PH3:N-base are 0.001, except for the base NCCN, in which case the value is 0.002. fThe WBI for the F−Cl bond in
FCl:PH3 is 0.392.

Figure 5. Binding energies of the ternary complexes FCl:PH3:N-base and the binary complex FCl:PH3 versus the P−Cl distance.
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That the P···Cl halogen bond is the prime determiner of the
total binding energies of these complexes can be seen from
Figure 5, which is a plot of the binding energies of the ternary
complexes FCl:PH3:N-base and the binary complex FCl:PH3
versus the P−Cl distance. The correlation coefficient of the
second-order trendline is 0.986. The correlation would not be
this good if the P···N pnicogen bond were stronger.
The nonadditivities of binding energies are always negative,

indicating that energetic effects are synergistic in these
complexes. Moreover, the nonadditivity is greatest in the
FCl:PH3:NH3 complex. Nonadditivities decrease in absolute
value with respect to the nitrogen base in the order

> > ≫ ≫NH NCH NCF NCCN N3 2

Intermolecular distances also reflect the stronger intermo-
lecular bonds in the ternary complexes. The P−Cl distances in
these complexes range from 2.117 to 2.168 Å, compared to
2.182 Å for FCl:PH3. These short distances suggest that the P···
Cl bonds in the ternary complexes have acquired increased
chlorine-shared character.51 The P−Cl bond lengths decrease
as the binding energies increase, except for a reversal of NCH
and NH3. This reversal suggests that the halogen bond may be
stronger in FCl:PH3:NH3, consistent with the stronger
electron-donating ability of NH3 compared to that of NCH.
However, the P−N distance in FCl:PH3:NH3 is longer than the
P−N distances in both FCl:PH3:NCH and FCl:PH3:NCF. This
may be due in part to the need to reduce the electrostatic and/
or steric repulsions between NH3 and PH3. The F−Cl distances
also increase in the ternary complexes stabilized by chlorine-
shared halogen bonds relative to the binary complex. They
range between 1.862 and 1.907 Å, compared to 1.851 Å in the
binary complex, an indication that the P···Cl bonds have
increased chlorine-shared character in the ternary complexes.
The P−N distances in the FCl:PH3:N-base complexes vary
between 3.271 and 3.611 Å. For a fixed base, the P−N distance
in a FCl:PH3:N-base complex is shorter than that in the
corresponding ClCl:PH3:N-base complex, indicating that the
P···N pnicogen bond is also stronger in the complexes with
FCl.
The Wiberg bond indexes are also reported in Table 3. The

indexes for the P···Cl halogen bonds are between 0.724 and
0.791 for the ternary complexes, compared to 0.705 for the
corresponding binary complex. Moreover, the largest index of
0.791 is found for the P···Cl bond in FCl:PH3:NH3, indicating
that the strongest halogen bond is found in this complex. The
Wiberg bond index for the F−Cl bond decreases as expected in
ternary complexes relative to the binary complex. These
changes are consistent with an increased chlorine-shared
character of the P···Cl bonds in the ternary complexes. Wiberg
bond indexes for the P···N pnicogen bonds are much smaller
and range from 0.002 in FCl:PH3:N2 to 0.010 in FCl:PH3:NH3.
Although these are still weak pnicogen bonds, they are stronger
than the P···N bond in the corresponding ternary complexes
ClCl:PH3:N-base.
Although it was not possible to compute the charge-transfer

energies across intermolecular bonds in these complexes with
chlorine-shared halogen bonds, their geometries are indicative
of the direction of electron transfer across both pnicogen and
halogen bonds. The direction of charge-transfer across the P···
N pnicogen bond is from the N lone pair to P through its lone-
pair hole. For the P···Cl halogen bond, the geometries of these
complexes are conducive for charge donation from the lone pair
on P to the σ antibonding Cl−F orbital. Specifically, the Cl−P−

H angles in the FCl:PH3:N-base complexes are 116°, thereby
directing the lone pair on P toward Cl. The linear F−Cl−P
arrangement aligns the σ-hole on Cl with the P lone pair.
Figure 6 illustrates charge transfer in the complex
FCl:PH3:NH3. Charge transfer in the same direction across
adjacent intermolecular bonds leads to synergistic energetic
effects.52−54

The changing nature of the P−Cl bond in the binary and
ternary complexes with ClCl and ClF is also reflected in the
values of the Laplacians and the energy densities at the BCPs.
The complexes ClCl:PH3 and ClCl:PH3:NCCN with the
longest P−Cl distances have positive values of the Laplacian
and total energy density, H, values around 0.0 au. These values
correspond to traditional intermolecular bonds. The remaining
ternary complexes with ClCl have positive values of the
Laplacian but negative values of H between −0.03 and −0.04
au, indicating that they have acquired some covalent character.
All of the complexes with FCl have negative values of the
Laplacian and total energy density values between −0.05 and
−0.07 au. These chlorine-shared halogen bonds have increased
covalent character as the P−Cl distance further contracts.
Figure 7 illustrates these changes in the Laplacian as a function
of the P−Cl distance.

Spin−Spin Coupling Constants for Complexes ClCl:PH3:N-
base and FCl:PH3:N-base. The components of the spin−spin
coupling constants 1xJ(P−Cl) for coupling across P···Cl halogen
bonds and 1pJ(P−N) for coupling across P···N pnicogen bonds
are reported in Table S5 for the complexes ClCl:PH3 and
ClCl:PH3:N-base and in Table S6 for the complexes FCl:PH3

Figure 6. Structure of the ternary complex FCl:PH3:NH3 indicating
the direction of charge transfer across the halogen and pnicogen
bonds.

Figure 7. Laplacians at the P···Cl BCPs versus the P−Cl distance in
binary complexes ClCl:NH3 (B-ClCl) and FCl:NH3 (B-FCl) and
ternary complexes ClCl:NH3:N-base (T-ClCl) and FCl:PH3:N-base
(T-FCl).
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and FCl:PH3:N-base, as well as 1J(P−Cl) for the ion
+(Cl−PH3). The FC term is the dominant term contributing
to 1xJ(P−Cl) and 1pJ(P−N) for coupling across both halogen
bonds and pnicogen bonds. It is this term that determines the
variation of these two coupling constants in the complexes. The
FC term is also a good approximation to 1J(P−Cl) for the ion
+(Cl−PH3), but this is true only because the PSO and SD
terms are of opposite sign and tend to cancel. Only total J
values are presented and discussed below.

1xJ(P−Cl) values are reported in Table 4 and vary from 217
to 305 Hz for ClCl:PH3:N-base complexes and from 53 to 179

Hz for the complexes FCl:PH3:N-base. Why do
ClCl:PH3:NCH and ClCl:PH3:NCCN have similar coupling
constants at two very different distances, and why does
ClCl:PH3:NCF have the largest coupling constant at a distance
intermediate between the P−Cl distances in ClCl:PH3:NCH
and ClCl:PH3:NCCN? Why are the coupling constants for
FCl:PH3:N-base so much smaller than those for ClCl:PH3:N-
base despite the shorter distances in the latter complexes?
Insight into the answers to these questions comes from
recognition of the changing nature of the halogen bond in these
complexes. Figure 8 illustrates the variation 1xJ(P−Cl) as a
function of the P−Cl distance for the binary and ternary

complexes. It has been noted previously that 1xJ(P−Cl)
increases as the P−Cl distance decreases for complexes with
traditional halogen bonds, and this trend is reflected in the
values for the binary complex ClCl:PH3 and the ternary
complex ClCl:PH3:NCCN. However, if there is a change in
halogen-bond type along the distance coordinate, there will be
a change in the curvature of the trendline as the values of
1xJ(P−Cl) begin to decrease with decreasing distance. This is
evident in Figure 8 from the points representing the complexes
ClCl:PH3:NCH, ClCl:PH3:NH3, and ClCl:PH3:NCF. At even
shorter distances, values of 1xJ(P−Cl) continue to decrease with
decreasing distance and approach the value of 1J(P−Cl) for the
cation. Decreasing 1xJ(P−Cl) with decreasing P−Cl distance is
behavior typical of chlorine-shared halogen bonds.51 Figure 8
also illustrates the greater degree of chlorine-shared character in
the ternary complexes with FCl compared to that with ClCl.
The quadratic trendline in Figure 8 has a correlation coefficient
of 0.955.
In contrast, the values of 1pJ(P−N) across the P···N pnicogen

bond, which are reported in Table 4, are relatively small. In the
nonequilibrium binary complexes, values of this coupling
constant are 1.5 Hz or less. 1pJ(P−N) is 2 Hz for the
ClCl:PH3:NCCN complex at a long P−N distance but
increases to between 8 and 10 Hz for the remaining three
complexes at shorter P−N distances. 1pJ(P−N) values range
from 2.9 Hz in FCl:PH3:NH3 to 4.8 Hz in FCl:PH3:NCF.
Thus, the values in the ternary complexes with NCH, NH3, and
NCF are smaller than those in the corresponding ClCl:PH3:N-
base complexes, despite the longer distances in the latter. This
suggests that FCl reduces the electron density at P in the
ground state and the excited states that couple to it through the
FC operator.

FBr:PH3:N-base Ternary Complexes. The structures, total
energies, and molecular graphs of the ternary complexes
FBr:PH3:N-base are reported in Table S7 of the Supporting
Information. Table 5 provides the binding energies and P−Br,
P−N, and F−Br distances, and Figure 9 illustrates the
FBr:PH3:NCH complex. The binding energies of FBr:PH3:N-

Table 4. 1xJ(P−Cl) and 1pJ(P−N) (Hz) in Ternary
Complexes ClCl:PH3:N-base and FCl:PH3:N-base

ClCl:PH3:N-base FCl:PH3:N-base

N-base = 1xJ(P−Cl)a 1pJ(P−N) 1xJ(P−Cl)b,c 1pJ(P−N)

NCH 268.9 8.3 73.5 3.6
NH3 217.1 8.7 53.3 2.9
NCF 305.4 9.5 86.6 4.8
NCCN 256.1 1.7 126.8 4.7
N2 178.8 3.2

a1xJ(P−Cl) for ClCl:PH3 is 224.3 Hz.
b1xJ(P−Cl) for FCl:PH3 is 213.4

Hz. c1J(P−Cl) for the cation +(Cl−PH3) is −119.9 Hz.

Figure 8. Spin−spin coupling constants 1xJ(P−Cl) for complexes ClCl:PH3 (B-ClCl), ClCl:PH3:N-base (T-ClCl), FCl:PH3 (B-FCl), and
FCl:PH3:N-base (T-FCl) and 1J(P−Cl) for +(Cl−PH3) versus the P−Cl distance.
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base complexes range from 70 to 83 kJ·mol−1 and decrease with
respect to the nitrogen base in the order

> = > >NCH NH NCF NCCN N3 2

However, the binding energies of the three most strongly
bound complexes differ by no more than 1.4 kJ·mol−1 over P−
Br distances that differ by no more than 0.007 Å. The binding
energies of the ternary complexes FBr:PH3:N-base and the
binary complex FBr:PH3 show a second-order dependence on
the P−Br distance, with a correlation coefficient of 0.984. As
expected, for a given base, the binding energy of a FBr:PH3:N-
base complex is greater than that of the corresponding
FCl:PH3:N-base complex.
The nonadditivities of the binding energies of FBr:PH3:N-

base complexes are also reported in Table 5. The non-
additivities are synergistic and vary from −3.4 to −15.2 kJ·
mol−1. However, although the binding energy of a FBr:PH3:N-
base complex is greater than the binding energy of the
corresponding FCl:PH3:N-base complex, the nonadditivity of
the binding energy of a FBr:PH3:N-base complex is smaller in
absolute value than that of the corresponding complex with
FCl. It appears that although the P···Br halogen bonds are
stronger in the ternary FBr:PH3:N-base complexes relative to
the P···Cl bonds in the ternary complexes FCl:PH3:N-base, the
P···N pnicogen bonds are weaker.
Support for the existence of stronger halogen bonds but

weaker pnicogen bonds in the FBr:PH3:N-base complexes
relative to FCl:PH3:N-base comes from four observations. The
first is the greater binding energy of the binary FBr:PH3
complex compared to that of FCl:PH3 and the observations
made above based on nonadditivities and distance changes that
both the P···Br and P···Cl bonds are strengthened in the
ternary complexes. The second is the observation that for a
fixed nitrogen base the P−N bond distance in the FBr:PH3:N-
base complex is longer than the P−N distance in the
corresponding FCl:PH3:N-base complex, indicating that the
P···N bond is weaker in the ternary complex with FBr. The
third piece of supporting evidence comes from the Wiberg
bond indexes for P···N bonds that are reported in Tables 3 and
5. For a fixed nitrogen base, the Wiberg bond index for the P···
N bond is smaller in the FBr:PH3:N-base complex compared to
that in the corresponding FCl:PH3:N-base complex, except for
the complexes with N2, for which they are equal. Finally, the

value of the lone-pair hole at P on the MEP isosurface of
FBr:PH3 is +0.052 au, which is less positive than the value of
+0.061 au on the FCl:PH3 surface. Hence, the electrostatic
component of the P···N interaction in the latter complex is
greater.
Are the halogen bonds in the three most strongly bound

FBr:PH3:N-base complexes that have the shortest P−Br
distances bromine-transferred halogen bonds? To answer this
question, it is advantageous to first recall that the P···Cl bonds
in the FCl:PH3:N-base complexes with the shortest P−Cl
distances were not classified as chlorine-transferred halogen
bonds. This determination was based on several observations.
The first was the fact that the P−Cl distances in these
complexes are at least 0.222 Å greater than the P−Cl distance
in the ion +(Cl−PH3). Second, the Wiberg bond index for
+(Cl−PH3) is 1.03, compared to the largest value of 0.79 for a
ternary complex. The behavior of 1xJ(P−Cl) versus the P−Cl
distance was the final piece of evidence that led to the
conclusion that the P···Cl halogen bonds in the FCl:PH3:N-
base complexes remain chlorine-shared halogen bonds but with
increased chlorine-shared character relative to the binary
complex. In the FBr:PH3:N-base complexes, the larger size of
Br leads to a longer P−Br bond length of 2.112 Å in
+(Br−PH3). The shortest P−Br distance in the ternary
complexes is 0.228 Å longer than the distance in the ion. In
addition, the largest Wiberg bond index for a P−Br bond in a
ternary complex is 0.70, compared to 1.06 for the cation +(Br−
PH3). These comparisons suggest that the P···Br bonds are not
bromine-transferred halogen bonds but remain bromine-shared
halogen bonds with increased bromine-shared character relative
to the binary complex. The electron density properties at the
P···Br BCPs have positive values of the Laplacian and negative
values of the energy density. This combination suggests that the
P···Br bonds are less covalent that the P···Cl bonds, which have
negative values of both parameters.

■ CONCLUSIONS

Ab initio MP2/aug’-cc-pVTZ calculations have been performed
on the binary complexes XY:PH3 for XY = ClCl, FCl, and FBr;
and PH3:N-base for N-base = NCH, NH3, NCF, NCCN, and
N2; and the corresponding ternary complexes XY:PH3:N-base,
to investigate P···N pnicogen bond formation through the lone-
pair hole at P in the binary complexes and P···N pnicogen bond
formation assisted by P···Y halogen bond formation through
the σ-hole at Y. The results of these calculations support the
following statements.

1. The binary complexes PH3:N-base, which form through
the lone-pair hole, have very small binding energies but
are not equilibrium structures on their potential surfaces.
However, the presence of the P···Y halogen bond makes

Table 5. Binding Energies (−ΔE), Nonadditivities (δΔE, kJ·mol−1), P−Br, P−N, and F−Br Distances (R, Å), and Wiberg Bond
Indexes (WBI) for Ternary Complexes FBr:PH3:N-base

N-base = −ΔEa R(P−Br)b R(P−N) R(F−Br)c δΔE P···Br WBId P···N WBI F−Br WBIe

NCH 82.5 2.344 3.358 1.927 −15.2 0.690 0.004 0.386
NH3 81.1 2.340 3.422 1.929 −14.9 0.695 0.006 0.381
NCF 81.1 2.347 3.356 1.924 −14.6 0.686 0.004 0.386
NCCN 76.2 2.360 3.654 1.914 −9.4 0.666 0.003 0.389
N2 69.9 2.377 3.654 1.903 −3.4 0.641 0.002 0.403

aThe binding energy of FBr:PH3 is 65.0 kJ·mol
−1. bThe P−Br distance in FBr:PH3 is 2.391 Å, and that in

+(Br−PH3) is 2.112 Å.
cThe F−Br distance

in FBr:PH3 is 1.895 Å. dThe P−Br WBI in FBr:PH3 is 0.622.
eThe F−Br WBI in FBr:PH3 is 0.430.

Figure 9. Structure of the complex FBr:PH3:NCH.
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PH3 a better electron-pair acceptor through its lone-pair
hole, with the result that the ternary complexes
XY:PH3:N-base are bound equilibrium structures, except
for ClCl:PH3:N2.

2. For a given nitrogen base, the binding energies of
XY:PH3:N-base complexes decrease with respect to XY
in the order FBr > FCl > ClCl, which is the order of
decreasing binding energies of the binary complexes
XY:PH3. The binding energies of the ternary complexes
also increase with decreasing P−Y distance, indicating
that by far it is the halogen bond that is primarily
responsible for the stabilities of these complexes.
Nonadditivity effects on binding energies in ternary
complexes are synergistic.

3. The halogen bonds in ClCl:PH3 and ClCl:PH3:NCCN
are traditional halogen bonds, but in the remaining
binary and ternary complexes, they are chlorine- or
bromine-shared halogen bonds. As the strength of the
nitrogen base increases, these bonds acquire increased
halogen-shared character. For a given base, the halogen-
shared character of the P···X bond is greater in the
FCl:PH3:N-base complex compared to that in
FBr:PH3:N-base, which is greater than that of the
corresponding ClCl:PH3:N-base complex.

4. For a given base, the P···N pnicogen bond is stronger in
the ternary FCl:PH3:N-base complex compared to that in
FBr:PH3:N-base. The weakest P···N bond is found in the
ClCl:PH3:N-base complex.

5. Wiberg bond indexes and the Laplacians and energy
densities at BCPs are consistent with the descriptions of
the nature of P···Cl and P···N bonds based on energetic
and structural data.

6. EOM-CCSD spin−spin coupling constants for the binary
and ternary complexes with ClCl and FCl also provide
evidence for the changing nature of the halogen bonds in
these complexes. At long P−Cl distances, 1xJ(P−Cl)
increases with decreasing P−Cl distance. As the P−Cl
distance continues to decrease, 1xJ(P−Cl) decreases and
approaches the value of 1J(P−Cl) for the cation
+(Cl−PH3). Decreasing

1xJ(P−Cl) with decreasing P−
Cl distance is behavior typical of chlorine-shared halogen
bonds.

7. For a given base, the coupling constant 1pJ(P−N) is
greater in the ClCl:PH3:N-base complex compared to
that in FCl:PH3:N-base, with one exception. This
relationship occurs despite the shorter P−N distance in
the FCl:PH3:N-base complex and suggests that FCl
reduces the overall s-electron density at P in the ground
state and the excited states that couple to it through the
Fermi-contact operator.
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